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ABSTRACT. The Industrial Age transformed the world through the application of technology to research, practice, and everyday life. Technology revolutionized manufacturing, transportation, agriculture, and communications, and created deep social and economic changes that continue today. In the last century, the explosion of information technologies ushered in an Information Age with similar transformative potential. In 2008, it is hard to imagine modern life and work without the ability to access, manipulate, organize, and understand a sea of digital information on almost every conceivable topic.

The driving engine for the Information Age is cyberinfrastructure (CI): the organized aggregate of information technologies (computers, storage, data, networks, scientific instruments) that can be coordinated to address problems in science and society. Fundamental to modern research, education, work, and life, CI has the potential to overcome the barriers of geography, time, and individual capability to create new paradigms and approaches, to catalyze invention, innovation, and discovery, and to deepen our understanding of the world around us. In this article we use the following distinction between invention and innovation: “Invention is the first occurrence of an idea for a new product or process, while innovation is the first attempt to carry it out into practice” (Fagerberg, 2005).

However, CI in the academic sector often falls short of its remarkable potential. Comprised of dynamically evolving information technologies, CI is both a continuous work in progress, and a stable infrastructure driver for invention and innovation. It is this duality, as well as the challenge of creating an environment that effectively supports both the invention, and the broad use of CI for research and education, that is the focus of this article.
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Cyberinfrastructure as a national initiative

The “parents” of CI, as a U.S. national research and education initiative, are arguably Ruzena Bajcsy, who served as assistant director of the CISE-Computer and Information Science and Engineering Directorate at the NSF-National Science Foundation, from 1998 to 2001, and Dan Atkins, who served as the founding director of NSF's OCI-Office of CyberInfrastructure. During her tenure at NSF, Dr. Bajcsy convened a Blue Ribbon Panel to study the emergence and importance of CI, a panel chaired by Dr. Atkins. The report from the Blue Ribbon Panel still stands as a fundamental and compelling document on the promise of CI in twenty-first-century research and education (National Science Foundation, 2003).

Since the publication of the Blue Ribbon Panel report, in January 2003, CI has become a major priority for NSF (as described in NSF's Strategic Plan FY 2006–2011), and also a priority for virtually every research funding agency in the United States (National Science Foundation, 2006).

The importance of research and education CI is strongly underscored by the American Competitiveness Initiative, by the August 2007 report from the President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, Leadership Under Challenge: Information Technology R&D in a Competitive World, and by many other assessments of the state of U.S. research and education (President's Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2007; Domestic Policy Council, 2006).

The U.S. DOE-Department Of Energy, the NIH-National Institutes of Health, the Library of Congress, the National Archives and Records Administration, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and other federal agencies have prioritized CI for targeted initiatives. Clearly, as a core component of the research and education landscape, CI is here to stay.

In addition to federal agencies, universities and colleges, in the United States, and indeed throughout the world, are creating CI initiatives to increase participation in, and competitiveness for, national efforts. We focus herein on CI as a national U.S. research and education initiative, leaving for others the discussion of related efforts on university and college campuses to develop research CI to support local faculty and students, international efforts in CI, and efforts within the private sector to use CI products and facilities developed for commercial use to also support research and education.
The promise of cyberinfrastructure for research and education

At its best, CI has greatly expanded the arsenal of tools and approaches for twenty-first-century academics. The following examples illustrate how key questions from distinct academic domains are being addressed through the creative use of community CI.

Can the progression of Parkinson’s disease be stopped?

Every nine minutes, an individual is diagnosed with Parkinson’s, a devastating disease, characterized by a decrease in limb mobility over time. The search for new drug therapies that could halt the progression of Parkinson’s is an active area of research. Modern efforts to understand the behaviour of Parkinson’s involve molecular modelling, molecular dynamics simulations, and biochemical analysis, and rely on integrated computational and data-analysis CI to support simulations of disease progression, and to vet drug therapies at sufficient scale.

As noted in a recent article, familial studies suggest that the progression of Parkinson’s is associated with “defects that cause increased aggregation of a protein known as alpha-synuclein (…) which, in turn, leads to harmful ring-like or pore-like structures in human membranes” (Tsigelny et al., 2007).

Igor Tsigelny, Eliezer Masliah, and their collaborators used simulation studies to investigate molecules that block the propagation of alpha-synucleins into more harmful structures, providing a model for a new type of therapeutic approach. Their approach holds promise for retarding the progression of the disease, and has applicability beyond Parkinson’s to other diseases within the same family (for example, Alzheimer’s, rheumatoid arthritis, type 2 diabetes mellitus).

Enabling cyberinfrastructure

Tsigelny, Masliah, and their collaborators’ work involves modelling the behaviour of alpha-synuclein by generating hypotheses about its structural tendency to aggregate, and undergo pore formation and insertion into biological membranes. Calibrations of the disease simulation models with wet lab studies serve to vet and improve the accuracy of the computational models, making them
effective tools for investigating drug therapies (Sharikov, 2008). The CI that enabled this breakthrough is representative of what is required for many applications in computational science. Tsigelny, Masliah, and their team used parallel versions of community codes (NAMD, DOT, and MAPAS) to develop a computational model that could simulate alpha-synuclein behaviour at scale. Their application was run on resources available through NSF’s TeraGrid, and at IBM’s research facility. Next-generation investigations by this team will involve greater resolution of the computational model, necessitating increased software scalability, more powerful machines, and/or longer run-times. This will require next-generation CI resources that are both more capable and of higher capacity than their current CI environment.

How can data from field instruments and sensors be efficiently delivered in real time?

The ability to access remote data from field instruments and sensors in real time is revolutionizing a broad set of disciplines, including ecology, astronomy, environmental science, and biology. Moreover, the CI used to link such instruments, sensors, and sites in the field can be used more broadly for additional applications, such as distance learning, or support for first-responders during environmental disasters.

The HPWREN—High Performance Wireless Research and Education Network1, developed by Hans-Werner Braun, Frank Vernon, and collaborators, is a high-speed wide-area wireless network that links educational institutions (for example, UCSD, San Diego State), field instruments (for example, the Mt. Palomar telescope, Mt. Laguna Observatory, environmental sensors), and “hard to reach” areas in San Diego County (for example, the Pala Native American Reservation, the California Wolf Center). Applications enabled by HPWREN have included the following:

- The discovery by Caltech’s Palomar Observatory astronomers of an object larger than Pluto. The discovery eventually resulted in the “demotion” of Pluto as a planet. HPWREN supported real-time transmission of astronomical image data from the telescope to various institutions.
- The ability to operate a variety of field equipment remotely and to transmit data and video streams from field sites in real time.

1. http://hpwren.ucsd.edu/
For example, HPWREN supports remote observation of wolf behaviour at the California Wolf Center by biology researchers at the University of San Diego, UCSD, and San Diego State University.

- **Distance learning, tutoring, and Internet classes for participants at the Learning Center on the Pala Native American Reservation in East San Diego, and UCSD.** HPWREN-initiated connectivity of Pala led to the development of networking expertise within the Native American community, and ultimately to the creation of the Tribal Digital Village Network linking reservations within San Diego County.
- **Support for public response to major wildfires in the backcountry of San Diego County.** The CalFire-California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection uses HPWREN cameras and data connectivity during major fires to support remote fire stations, and enhance incident management.

**Enabling cyberinfrastructure**

To enable the preceding and many other applications, HPWREN wireless networking CI has been designed and developed to support scientific and environmental monitoring, real-time sensor data collection, and the ability to process, manage, and transmit data at a variety of scales. HPWREN instruments and sensors need to be operational in a challenging physical environment that is open to the elements and wildlife, and HPWREN network systems need to adapt to irregular data-transmission patterns, power and battery constraints, and emergency situations.

Moreover, HPWREN is accelerating the development of cost-effective, “green” CI. For example, recent CI research by Tajana Simunic Rosing and her students used HPWREN as a test bed to focus on techniques for maximizing battery lifetime and throughput in sensor network environments (Lim et al., 2006; Dhiman, Simunic Rosing, 2007).

As power costs and requirements threaten to escalate out of control for modern campuses, such research is key to developing solutions that benefit both the environment and campus budgets.
Family vs. neighbourhood: which has a greater effect on educational attainment?

The impact of the surrounding environment on the human condition is an important focus for social analysts, as well as for every parent who has ever considered a move to a better neighborhood to provide “greater opportunities for the kids”. This was the subject of a *Review of Economics and Statistics* article that investigated the question: “Which matters more in educational attainment: family or neighborhood?” (Solon et al., 2000).

The authors of the article based their analysis on the PSID-Panel Study of Income Dynamics, a longitudinal data collection, that has tracked information on nearly 70,000 individuals, in thousands of families, for over four decades. The authors measured years of education for a 1968 sample as reported in PSID interviews from 1985. Two families were defined as “neighbours”, if they had matching “cluster” identifiers within the 1968 sample, or had the same geocode (obtained from census tract identifiers), based on their 1969 addresses. Using a thorough statistical analysis, the researchers concluded: “Sibling correlation in years of education [is] more than .5. In comparison (...) correlation between neighbouring children [is] less than 2 (...). Sibling resemblance in educational attainment arises mostly from growing up in the same family rather than in the same neighbourhood”. In other words, within study parameters, the results provide scientific evidence that family has a greater impact on educational attainment than does neighbourhood.

Enabling cyberinfrastructure

This result is one of nearly 2,600 publications based on PSID data. Updated, preserved, and accessible to the community for research, the PSID is hosted as community CI by the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/) and is managed by the University of Michigan’s Survey Research Center (http://www.src.isr.umich.edu/). Although small (less than a gigabyte of data) compared with many scientific data sets, the PSID is tremendously important to the social science community. For example, in 2007, there were about 23,000 data-extract downloads from 6,000 distinct IP addresses. Maintaining, updating, and providing access to the PSID requires substantial human, software, and hardware infrastructure. Survey
Research Center staff have collected the PSID data, annually from 1968 to 1997, and biennially since 1997. In addition, they manage and preserve the PSID archive, and clean, process and disseminate the data (http://www.psidonline.org), as well as provide customized output files and codebooks for community researchers. Like the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do) in the life sciences, and the National Virtual Observatory collection (http://www.us-vo.org/) in astronomy, the PSID serves as a fundamental CI driver for a broad community of domain researchers and educators.

The challenges for cyberinfrastructure in research and education

Cyberinfrastructure provides an evolving foundation for twenty-first-century research and education. As such, it presents two faces: CI as a focus for invention, and CI as an accelerator of innovation. These two faces of CI are linked through a trajectory that begins with invention and design, and evolves to broad-based use. CI support, participant roles and responsibilities, and evaluation goals and means vary along this trajectory, and it is critical to align the CI efforts, at each stage, with appropriate support models and evaluation measures.

The cyberinfrastructure trajectory

Broad-use CI is the result of a progression that begins at conceptualization with research, design, and initial development (CI as a research target), evolves to further development and prototyping (engineering CI for use), and further evolves to become a robust and sustainable infrastructure, usable by a broad constituency (CI as an accelerator of research and education). This progression - the “CI trajectory” - is illustrated in Figure 1.

The following sections describe each stage of the CI trajectory, appropriate funding models, and support challenges and opportunities.
Stage 1: CI as a research target

CI begins with research, and CI inventions and innovations are substantively represented in the computer science, engineering, and domain literature. An excellent example of CI innovation is the project that won the “Best Research Paper” Award at the International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage, and Analysis, 2006 (SC06), the annual supercomputing conference. Addressing the problem of simulating biochemical events on longtime scales, a team from David Elliot Shaw Research focused on the development of new molecular dynamics algorithms, and implementation techniques to reduce turnaround time (time between submission and completion of a computer program) on commodity clusters, a ubiquitous platform for research computing (Bowers et al., 2006).

The team’s Desmond software combined innovations in domain science (the development of new molecular dynamics algorithms with features important for research in chemistry and molecular biology) and applied computer science (novel parallelization methods for particle interactions that reduce interprocessor communication volume, new communication primitives that outperform MPI for Desmond’s dominant interprocessor communication patterns, and other features to promote efficiency on commodity clusters). Such efforts provide the key innovations that can ultimately evolve to broad-use community software.

Support for CI research

Support for CI research is the focus of an increasing number of federal programs. NSF programs supporting CI research have been initiated in all NSF directorates, and the DOE, the NIH, and other agencies have active CI research programs. The key measures of success for CI research, design, and initial development are invention and innovation. Traditional measures of invention and innovation success within the academic community (for example, publications and citations, community prizes and awards, successful demonstrations, peer approval) are relevant measures for CI research, and are broadly used by research funding agencies, promotion and tenure committees, and review committees to evaluate the quality of CI research.
Stage 2: engineering CI for use

To progress along the CI trajectory, from invention to use, promising CI research ideas must be vetted, developed, and engineered into usable prototypes. The process of engineering CI for use is critical to promoting the robustness and applicability of CI. Whereas research demonstrations are often usable primarily by tolerant “friends and family”, the further engineering of software, interfaces, and other CI components is critical to support a larger constituency. During this stage, usability is prioritized over innovation.

For example, consider the management of national production grid systems, such as TeraGrid (http://www.teragrid.org), which comprises 11 sites, 19 resources, and over 900 different software package installations and services. The well-being of each TeraGrid component, and its coordinating software is critical for operation in production mode. Measuring grid “health” - ensuring that all relevant components are operational and that software is up-to-date - is critical for grid stability, and for effective troubleshooting. Inca, a grid-monitoring tool developed by Shava Smallen and her colleagues, displays the state of grid “health” for TeraGrid (Inca is also used more broadly in other national and international grid projects). To do this, Inca deploys a set of scripts to test resources, and report their status information. Inca server components then manage, integrate, and display resource data via a Web interface to illustrate grid operation, functionality, and “health” (Smallen et al., 2007).

CI such as Inca requires substantial engineering to support real use. Inca must enable efficient automated testing of component grid software installations and services, and must adapt to new resources and installations as the grid software and hardware landscape evolves. Smallen and her team provide regular software updates for Inca, and have created substantial documentation, and training materials to support the community. Sustaining Inca as broad-use CI will require the development of a long-range support model for staffing, and continued software development, in order to target Inca to next-generation grid component resources.

Support for CI prototyping

As is the case with Inca, engineering CI for use often involves professional staff. Staff expertise and experience with increasingly complex academic and commercial software tools and systems is
Invaluable to creating usable CI. Such staff members are typically supported on “soft money”, and are often undervalued (and comparatively underpaid) in the university research setting.

In contrast, the ability to engineer CI for use is both recognized and greatly valued within the private sector. The difficulty of pursuing and funding efforts beyond the initial innovation stage in academia has caused somewhat of a “brain drain” in recent years, as entrepreneurial faculty, with a desire to follow their ideas from concept to product (and to work with a team of professional staff who can help accomplish their vision), are leaving colleges and universities for the private sector, rather than finding a place within the academic framework to pursue promising efforts beyond the innovation stage.

Obtaining federal research funding for CI prototyping and engineering is a challenge in the academic sector. In keeping with the federal funding agencies’ missions of research and education, most (but not all) research funding programs focus on invention, innovation, and new starts, rather than on the improvement of existing demonstration efforts (programs that focus on further development and prototyping of research efforts include NSF’s SDCI-Software Development for CyberInfrastructure, and the NIH’s Continued Development and Maintenance of Software, PAR-05-057, within the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, for example). Compared with the support available for CI invention and innovation, the lack of funding, the scarcity of workforce opportunities, and the lack of recognition for successful efforts make it difficult to create a healthy pipeline along the CI trajectory, from invention and design to CI development and prototyping, within the academic sector.

Stage 3: CI as an accelerator of research and education

In the third stage of the CI trajectory, CI has been engineered and targeted to be both used by, and useful to, a broad community. Examples of such infrastructure supported by federal agencies include NSF’s TeraGrid, the DOE and NSF’s Open Science Grid (http://www.opensciencegrid.org), the multi-agency-supported Protein Data Bank, and the University of Wisconsin’s Condor (http://www.cs.wisc.edu/condor/).

Whereas CI research is focused on innovation, and CI prototypes are focused on moderate use, broad-use CI must exhibit reliability,
interoperability, scalability, predictability, stability, and other “ilities” that allow it to support research and education efforts, with low barrier to access, high robustness, and low risk of failure. By analogy, the reader relies on uniform and understandable font in reading this article, and “της χρονιάς αφ της φωντ ια νοτεωρησ υπτι τηρη εα α προβλημ γρ εδινγ’” (translation: “the choice of the font is not noteworthy until there is a problem reading it”). As illustrated in the previous sentence, where the medium becomes the issue rather than the message, broad-use CI must help the community focus on the problems of research and education, rather than on the problems of using the infrastructure.

Support for broad-use CI

Good, broad-use CI is typically supported by a professional team, whose focus is development, maintenance, and evolution of the software, as well as assistance to the user community (an aspect that users find critical for real effectiveness). The level of software engineering effort, the need for interoperability with other infrastructure, and the focus on robustness and “last mile” usability, critical to successful broad-use CI, typically exacerbate the problems of recruiting, supporting, and developing professional staff in the academic sector, as described for Stage 2 of the CI trajectory.

Of the many “ilities”, so critical to making broad-use CI useful to, and usable by, the research and education community, economic sustainability is arguably the most challenging: the longer the time frame, the more difficult it is to create a model that supports sustainable CI over generations of hardware, software, staff, and funding. For example, stewardship of the PSID over four decades has required migrating data through generations of storage media, with minimal risk, stabilizing funding for PSID staff, and evolving support for the collection, with respect to community access modes, and use patterns.

The kind of budget “mortgage” seemingly required for preservation of data collections, such as the PSID, the Protein Data Bank, and others, makes their economic support a particular challenge within a federal research framework, that focuses primarily on short- to medium-term time frames, and new starts. Some pioneering federal programs are beginning to address the issue of sustainable broad-use data CI support, and are challenging the community to develop
creative partnerships to address the problem. For example, the recent NSF DataNet Request for Proposals\(^2\) included an explicit expectation of a viable sustainability plan post-award completion for the data CI that is developed during the award, creating a pathway to extend the time frame of federally funded data CI to alternative economic models. The economic sustainability of long-lived digital data of community value will be the subject of upcoming reports, in 2008 and 2009, from the Blue Ribbon Task Force on Sustainable Digital Preservation and Access (http://brtf.sdsc.edu). For universities and colleges, it remains difficult to obtain long-term, stable funding for CI provision. Forward-looking administrators, cognizant that sustainability is critical for success, are currently focusing on new line items for CI in institutional, state, or federal budgets, and on other means for continuing support, rather than on short-term or one-time funding. A good description of some of the economic issues these administrators face can be found in the work by Rosio Alvarez (Alvarez, 2008).

The process of developing long-term funding sources generally requires a compelling demonstration of a clear value proposition for CI or of sufficient return on CI investment to make it an attractive option for sponsors. To demonstrate such a value proposition and/or ROI for sustainable broad-use CI, proponents need to show that CI is “good”, “useful”, “usable”, and “cost-effective”. However, in the absence of objective and concrete metrics, it is surprisingly difficult to quantify exactly what “good” CI is.

At present, there are few widely used measures for assessing the (aggregate) quality or ROI of broad-use CI. Examples of some measures that are currently being used to assess several key CI characteristics are listed in Table 1. In addition, the development of aggregate productivity measures applicable to CI is also the focus of DARPA’s High Productivity Computer Systems program (http://www.highproductivity.org/).

Clearly, better qualitative and quantitative measures of CI success are needed. Because it is difficult to promote and improve what isn’t measured, the sparsity of representative aggregate CI success measures makes it hard to demonstrate CI’s value to sponsors, and to foster clear improvement of CI over time.
In summary, the development of a healthy pipeline from invention to broad use along the CI trajectory is critical. Each stage must involve appropriate participants, support, and success measures. Moreover, mechanisms are needed for evolving the most promising efforts from one stage to the next, and for sustaining the most critical broad-use CI over time. Without such a pipeline, academia will have difficulties building, maintaining, and evolving the CI required to propel modern research and education forward.
Cyberinfrastructure education

In the 1980s, the use of high-performance computing and information technologies to accelerate “grand challenges” in science and engineering initiated a paradigm shift in the conduct of academic research. Over the next two decades, educational curricula and programs focusing on the methods and problems of computational science and engineering blossomed, as a way to enrich the education, and improve the competitiveness of students.

The development of broad-use CI tools and technologies for research and education now provides the same opportunity. Viewed as a potential driver for a new kind of “educational discipline”, CI will likely form the focus of curricula, courses, and programs, in modern universities and colleges, over the next decade. These programs could empower new generations of students by providing training in the methods, approaches, algorithms, and models critical to conducting twenty-first-century research.

What would a CI curriculum consist of? One could imagine such a curriculum to be based on a solid grounding in computer science, mathematics, and engineering concepts, as well as an appreciation for the issues that arise in domain research enabled by CI. The CI curriculum might also include the following components:

- **Solid understanding of statistics and probability.** The incorporation of sensors into everything, from the tagging of laboratory animals to the structural analysis of seismic stresses on bridges, as well as the development of programming environments for high-performance computing architectures, with millions of cores, highlights CI environments for which statistical analysis will become increasingly important. A solid understanding of statistics and probability will be critical to designing the next generation of CI methods and tools.

- **Knowledge of economics and social science.** Modern CI environments are set within a larger landscape, and often require sophisticated assessment of relational dynamics among and between components and people. Distributed environments, in which users have “currency” (for example, time, cycles, bytes), may require analysis of complex trade-offs for optimization strategies and/or organizational frameworks that maximize aggregate behaviour. A working
knowledge of key concepts from economics, as well as from the behavioural and social sciences, will form an important base for understanding such environments.

• **Awareness of policy.** Policy frames what can and cannot be done in the world of CI. Knowledge of requirements or regulations, such as Sarbanes-Oxley (for financial reporting constraints leading to the need for data preservation) and HIPAA (for health privacy constraints leading to the need for increased system security and data anonymization), is key to designing CI that fits within a larger environment. An awareness of the organizational and business management models that provide the context for modern policy provides a foundation.

• **Grounding in the real world.** Tracking modern CI trends (for example, the prevalence of collaborative technologies and environments, such as Facebook, the rise of cloud computing options for research and education, the emergence of multicore technologies for high-end machines) expands the set of options available for CI design and provisioning. A solid grounding in these real-world trends is an important component of a well-rounded CI curriculum.

The development of CI programs and curricula will challenge traditional educational modes of delivery and assessment. Moreover, the focus on applied *infrastructure* will push the envelope further, if CI is to become a legitimate academic research and education discipline. The next decade will provide an opportunity to address this challenge head-on, with the potential to help evolve the academic system to address the needs of CI research and education in the Information Age.

**A call to action**

At this point, it is hard to imagine modern research and education without the transformational influence of CI. Yet, as described in this article, the academic community continues to struggle to provision and sustain broad-use community CI within traditional academic frameworks. Changing this will involve a paradigm shift in the way we think about designing, evolving, provisioning, and learning about CI; new partnerships between academics, the federal
government, and the private-sector-focused CI; and new strategies to incorporate CI within academic infrastructure. Much of this will be new territory for many faculty researchers and educators, as well as for university and college administrators, CIOs, and librarians. To make research and education CI real, we need creative, broad-scale community initiatives, as well as plans for their sustained implementation, to include the following:

- **Development of programs to support and accelerate the trajectory of research in CI to broad-use CI.** Academic venues and models that support a healthy pipeline along the CI trajectory - from promising research to usable prototypes, from promising prototypes to broad-use CI, and from widely used CI to sustainable community infrastructure - must become an integral component of the research and education landscape.

- **Creation of sustainable institutional and community economic models for research and education infrastructure.** Strategic and sustainable partnerships between the academic, private, and public sectors will be critical to addressing key questions, such as: who will pay the “data bill” over the next decade? Who will support national and university/college computational environments (including their critical human infrastructure) over the long term? Realistically, we should expect a spectrum of solutions, from “endowed” resources to low-barrier-to-access user fees.

- **Incorporation of university and college CI as campus infrastructure.** Over the next decade, new roles and responsibilities will be key to making universities and colleges competitive: the roles of academic libraries may expand to include stewardship of faculty research data; the roles of CIOs may expand to oversee campus research CI; and networking from the laboratory to the data centre on campus and beyond to national facilities should provide an enabler, rather than a roadblock. Embedded university/college infrastructure in 2018 should include data centres, co-location or condominium clusters, and adequate networking, in addition to power and electricity.

- **Development of CI curricula and programs.** A CI-savvy workforce requires education and training. Courses and programs in CI will need to be developed and incorporated into university
and college curricula, just as computational science courses and interdisciplinary programs began to be developed a decade ago.

These and other initiatives will be critical to ensuring that the academic community can conduct twenty-first-century research and education with twenty-first-century tools and infrastructure. Only then will cyberinfrastructure become a real foundation for research and education, and achieve its transformative promise to accelerate the next generation of invention, innovation, and discovery.
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Le ciberinfrastrutture (CI; in inglese: cyberinfrastructure) si definiscono come un ininterrotto work in progress, infrastrutture stabili, e motori propulsori di invenzione e innovazione. A partire dalle riflessioni di Fagerberg e dalla ricerca del San Diego Supercomputer Center (University of California), esse sembrano porsi dalla parte dell’insegnamento e la sfida principale a cui vanno incontro pare concentrarsi sul come inserirsi nei campi target della ricerca e della formazione: seguendo una traiettoria ben precisa e attentamente programmata, si tratta insomma di come fare formazione utilizzando il potenziale insito nelle ciberinfrastrutture.

Ma cosa sono esattamente le ciberinfrastrutture?

Il “Report of the National Science Foundation Blue Ribbon Advisory Panel on Cyberinfrastructure” del 2003, paragonando le ciberinfrastrutture a ponti, strade, linee telefoniche e sistemi idrici a supporto della società moderna, le descrive come i nuovi ambienti della ricerca moderna a supporto delle varie istanze legate alla manipolazione generale di dati (in particolare: acquisizione, immagazzinamento, gestione, disseminazione, visualizzazione di dati), e di altri servizi informatici e di elaborazione (o processing) dell’informazione, nell’ambito di Internet.

Nell’uso scientifico dell’Università della California, le ciberinfrastrutture vengono definite come l’aggregato organizzato di IT-Information Technologies (software, hardware, manipolazione di dati, network, strumenti scientifici e altre tecnologie) e operatori umani altamente competenti, che può essere coordinato per affrontare questioni problematiche in campo scientifico e nella società, costituendo una soluzione tecnologica al problema rappresentato dalla necessità di attivare una connessione efficace ed efficiente di dati, computer e persone, integrandoli strettamente tra loro, con l’obiettivo di rendere possibile la derivazione di nuove conoscenze e teorie scientifiche inedite. In pratica, si tratta di sistemi informatici, sistemi di immagazzinamento dei dati, avanzati strumenti tecnologici, repositories di dati e ambienti di visualizzazione, nonché risorse umane, il tutto interconnesso tramite high performance network e software, allo scopo di migliorare la produttività della ricerca e permettere scoperte e progressi scientifici altrimenti impossibili.

La traiettoria strategica seguita dalle CI, allo scopo di inserirsi nella ricerca e nella formazione, si articola in 3 diversi stage:

1. Riflessione meta-cognitiva sulla funzione delle ciberinfrastrutture.
2. Esame, sviluppo ed engineering delle idee relative al campo della ricerca generate dalle CI, avanzando lungo la traiettoria dall’invenzione all’uso, fino alla loro prototipizzazione (cosiddetto processo di prototyping delle idee), cosicché siano utilizzabili.
3. CI in quanto motori propulsori di ricerca e formazione.
In definitiva, le CI devono essere capaci di fornire un valido supporto sia alla ricerca generale teorica che a una prototipizzazione effettiva ed efficace, il tutto su vasta scala. È però necessaria un’azione concreta e immediata, affinché le ciberinfrastrutture possano essere attivamente incorporate e utilizzate nel campo della ricerca e della formazione: si tratta di fatto di fare formazione e ricerca con l’utilizzo attivo delle CI.

Negli anni ottanta del Novecento, l’utilizzo di Information Technologies (IT) e High-Performance Computing (HPC) ha portato i programmi di studio e i curricula formativi a concentrarsi sulle metodologie e le problematiche della Computational Science and Engineering (CSE), originariamente nata come un modo per arricchire la formazione e incrementare la competitività degli studenti. Lo sviluppo di strumenti CI, utilizzati su vasta scala, e delle tecnologie per la ricerca e la formazione forniscono oggi la stessa opportunità di allora. Ma cosa serve per erogare formazione relativamente a metodi, approcci, algoritmi e modelli critici per un’effettiva conduzione della ricerca nel ventunesimo secolo?

Più specificamente, in cosa dovrebbe consistere un curriculum basato sulle CI? Un tale curriculum dovrebbe basarsi su una preparazione solida e adeguata, che incorpori diverse competenze, come concetti di informatica, matematica e ingegneria, nonché basarsi su un interessamento per quelle questioni che si sollevano nella cosiddetta domain research, resa possibile proprio dalle CI. Un curriculum basato sulle CI potrebbe comprendere anche le seguenti componenti: avanzate conoscenze relative a nozioni di statistica e calcolo della probabilità; competenze relative a scienze sociali ed economiche; policy awareness; una solida educazione di base e un’ampia conoscenza del mondo reale.

Se ben organizzato e sedimentato, lo sviluppo di programmi e curricula CI potrà così entrare in competizione con le tradizionali modalità di erogazione relative a formazione e assessment. Le CI vengono pertanto considerate fondamentali per la moderna ricerca e per una formazione sempre aggiornata, per il mondo del lavoro e per la vita stessa, perché possiedono il potenziale trasversale di attraversare i confini spazio-temporali, nonché la capacità individuale di creare nuovi paradigmi e approcci, di catalizzare invenzione, innovazione e scoperta, e di approfondire la comprensione che abbiamo del mondo che ci circonda.